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Building blocks

ThenewYOU
Interactive Web site
offers virtual university
visits -SEE NEWS,A2

Soccer coach Bryan Cunningham
focused on growth - SEE SPORTS, A6
CRIME

TAGGED OUT
WHILE

STEALING

ALittle League coach in Washington
state has been accused of using
some of his players to help in a
break-in.George Spady Jr.allegedly
got his son to aawt through a vent
, and unlock the dootand then told
him to steal things from inside the
store. He is charged with burglary.

Local home• robbed,
case remains open
•

ANDREA CANTERBURY
News Editor

Police are searching for
suspects involved in a
home invasion robbery at
the Pegasus Pointe Apart-

ments Complex on June 2.
According to an e-mail
sent by UCF Police to the
UCF students Campus
News distribution list.
around 6:45 p.m. three
black males entered the

residence in building 18
with hand guns while a
fourth black male waited
outside by a vehicle
described as a white older
PLEASE SEE

POLICE ON AS

ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

An apartment in Pegasus Pointe building 18 was robbed on June 2. UCF Police
are still looking for suspects, though very little information has been released.

PETS

NOlBAD DOG,
DO NOT .

Don't shake these Polaroid pictures
- artist Ivan Riascos presents a
study oftime through 100 snapshots ofeveryday life.
.. - SEE VARIETY, AS

FETCH

Adog playing fetch in Germany has
found and delivered to its owner a
U.S. hand grenade from World War II.
Police in the town of Erkrath said
Monday they were called by the
dog's 40-year-old owner who
stopped walking her pooch when
she recognized the
rusty"
objectthe
dog was
carrying

Staff Writer

Voter registration drives in
front of the Student Union could
be a thing of the past.
If the Stulient Voter Opportunity to Encourage Registration
Act is passed, students attending
universities all across the nation
could chose to be registered voters by checking a box when they
enroll in classes online.
The VOTER Act would
.require all universities that
receive federal funds to offer
voter registration to students at
the time of enrollment.
Introduced by Representatives Jan Schakowsky (D-IL) and
Steven LaTourette (R-OH) and
Senator Dick Durbin (D-IL), the
bill has attracted support from
politicians and organizations on
both sides of the aisle, as well as a
litany of nonpartisan groups, as
well as voter and youth advocacy
groups. The Facebook group for
the bill, Pass the Student VOTER
Act! has more than 2,500 members from across the country.
Ross Harrison, junior molecular biology and microbiology
major and president of the UCF
College Democrats, said, "It
would make our job easier as a
club on campus."
The UCF College Democrats
as well as the UCF College
Republicans work every election

wasahand

grenade.

m

Breaking
news on
your cell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

THE LION, THE WITCH
AND ANEWYEAR OF
BIG SCREEN MOVIES
The UCF Arena kicks off its secondannual season of Movies on the
Plaza on Friday at 7 p.m. The movie
being shown in the Knights Plaza
ever on the two-story screen will
be Chronicles ofNarnia.

LOCAL & STATE,A2

STATE STUDY SHOWS
FDCF FAILED TO
COMPLYTO RULES
The review shows that the Florida
Department of Children and
Families are failing to comply with
rules for giving powerful
psychiatric medications to young
foster children.
)

LOCAL & STATE, A2

GOV. CHARLIE CRIST
TAKES LEAD IN
RECENT POLL
Gov. Crist starts his bid for the
Republican nomination for the
U.S. Senate with a big lead. Crist
was favored by 54 percent of 486
Republicans voters in a poll
released Wednesday.
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Bill could improve
online registration
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Votingact
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simplify
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PLEASE SEE

Moe's gets input
· on burrito deals
JESSICA CAMPBELL
Contributing Writer

Moe's Southwest Grill
distributed a customer survey on June 1 to UCF students in an effort to gauge
interest in meal deals and
new ideas to better serve
student interests.
The survey asked if students took advantage of
deals such as the $6 burrito,
chips and drink meal on
Mondays and Thursdays or
the 25 percent discount for
fraternity and sorority
members. It also proposed
the idea of a late night special from ll p.m. to 2 am.
''.A lot of big businesses
are not willing to sacrifice
profit margin for larger
sales," said Adam McLellan,
a UCF student and general

manager of Moe's.
McLellan . said Moe's
does better than other
restaurants in the area
because of the deals they
offer.
"During hard times people want a deal, and students are cheap and will do
anything for a deal," said
McLellan, a senior business
management major.
The Moe's franchise was
recently purchased by Tony
Friel, who owns several
Moe's throughout Florida;
however, the Moe's by UCF
is especially busy due to the
business from UCF students and the nearby
Siemens offices.
McLellan said he hopes
to increase business even
PLEASE SEE

LIMITED ON A4

BILL ON A4

Avoiding the credit card crunch
MEGAN ANDERSON
Contributing Writer

Around the nation. college students are racking
up debt on credit cards
without thinking of the
impacts it could have on
their future.
According to a Sallie
Mae report from 2008, 92
percent of undergraduate
cardholders charged textbooks, school supplies or
other educational expenses. It also reported that 30
percent of students paid
tuition with their credit
cards.
At the end of May,
President Obama signed
the nation's first credit
card bill of rights that not
only protects cardholders
from surprise charges and
higher interest rates, but is
also aimed at protecting
college students from

CHRISTINA DEPARIS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Brynn Snyderman, UCF sophomore, charges her credit card at Bagel Bagel Cafe.
President Obama signed a credit card bill to keep card holders out of debt.

debt.
Professor Paul Gregg
of the College of Business
Administration has an
extensive background in
both corporate finance
and public accounting.
Gregg teaches a number of finance courses,
inclu · g
Personal

Finance, where his students get the chance to
learn about credit cards,
how to stay out of debt
and what steps students
can take to get out of debt.
The Central Florida
Future sat down with

..
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AROUND

THE EMPHASIS IS ON

CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

AWeb site seeks to connect
students to campuses without
any travel involved

The Arena and the wardrobe
The UCF Arena kicks off
its second-annual season of
"Movies on the Plaza." on
Friday.
Starting at 7 p.m.. Chronicles of Namia: The Lion,
The Witch and The
Wardrobe, will be playing
on a two-story tall screen
with surround sound and
comfortable seating.
Call 407-823-3070 for
more information.

Buying and selling radio parts
The Amateur Radio
Club is sponsoring a semiannual electronics swap
meet and ''hamfest" on Saturday.
The event will be located in the Dl parking lot in
front ofthe Health and Public Affairs 2 building. Amateur radio equipment and
other computer electronics
will be for sale. The event is
free for both buyers and
sellers.
Call 407-823-4385 for
more information.

Fill a spot on the SGA senate
The UCF Student Government Association is
looking to fill open Senate
seats.
There are 17 open seats.
Call 407-823-1054 for
more information.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

State review shows FDCF fails
to comply to medication rules
MIAMI A state
review shows caseworkers
with Florida's Department·
of Children and Families
are failing to comply with
rules for giving powerful
psychiatric medications to
young foster children.
The Miami Herald
obtained the DCF report
Tuesday. It reviewed the
records for 112 foster children younger than age 6
being given the medications.
The review shows caseworkers failed to complete
treatment plans, didn't
consult psychiatrists contracted by DCF and failed
to get consent for the
drugs.
DCF Secretary George
Sheldon calls the findings
''unacceptable."

<!Ctuttal
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JERRIANN SULLIVAN
Contributing Writer

Almost every student
is familiar with the college application process.
For most, it begins
with dozens ofbrochures,
a handful oflong car trips,
plane rides and a few
treks across paved walkways beneath oak trees
and university banners.
Only after numerous
visits is it time to compare
universities and decide,
after acceptance, which
school would be the best
match.
But now, one Web site
is changing that process.
YOUniversityTv.com is
a social networking Web
site designed to help students select a college.
"The Web site was definitely one of the reasons
I ended up at UCF;' freshman
forensic
biochemistry
major
Augusta
Jahrsdoerfer
said.
YOUniversity TV is
the first integrated college video resource community.
It offers virtual college
tours for approximately
400 schools in the United
States. UCF was the f"rrst
school filmed for YOUniversity Tv.
"It is one of a kind."
Jahrsdoerfer said. "There
is nothing else like it."
The virtual tours ofthe
college campuses are the
best feature on YOUniversity, Jahrsdoerfer said.
"My favorite part was
the main feature: the
videos," she said.
The

access to 400 schools was
not easy at f"rrst, said Reis.
"UCF was right on
board" Reis said "Some
people were skeptical at
f"rrst."
UCF's participation
helped
YOUniversity
convince other schools to
come on board, Reis said
"It was a snowball
effect and now you've got
400 schools,'' Reis said.
"Now we get probably
five to 10 requests from
colleges a day to come out
and feature them."
RACHEL WILSON / CENTRAL FLORIOA FUTURE
Besides professionally
Erin Mayrose works on an upcoming video projectforYOUniversityTV.com.
·
produced
videos filmed
The site was made to help students decide on a college through video tours.
by the YOUniversity staff,
Web site also offers simi- of invention," Reis said. the Web site offers user
lar applications on sites "There was nothing out generated videos of the
such as Facebook and there that offered this colleges.
YouTube to include inter- service,"
The YOUTorium feaaction between students.
The site is free to all ture allows users to subThis section of the users and receives no mit videos, post comWeb site is titled YOULife compensation from the ments, rate videos, save
and encompasses the schools it films.
favorites and forward
user's personal profile,
"We don't charge any them to other users. This
blog, photos, messages of the schools, and we feature includes more
and list of friends.
don't promote any one than 1,000 videos submitThis feature .also school over the other," ted by students.
allows students to send Reis said.
"This expanded so
and receive messages on
Gordon Chavis, direc- many things for me,"
each other's corkboard, tor of undergraduate Jahrsdoerfer said. "It was
which is similar to Face- admissions, is featured on a whole new aspect to
book's wall application. It the UCF video.
this school - an unbiased
also allows users to comReis said Chavis is view."
Since the launch last
ment on photos and responsible for the uniexchange music.
versity's participation. year, the site has grown to
"I would go on every Chavis was unavailable receive 100,000 unique
once in a while and just for comment.
visitors from 170 counlose track of time," Jahrs"He was so under- tries monthly.
''UCF gave us our big
doerfer said.
standing of what we
YOUniversity
was wanted to do," Reis said. break and we are indebtfounded in January 2008 "He is the kind of guy that ed,'' Reis said.
by Ron Reis and Angelo understands the power of
Kotzamanis in Boynton social networking."
Beach.
Gall1}11g
"They say necessity is
the mother
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Gov. Crist takes lead in recent
poll, favored by 54 percent

Distribution Manager

TALLAHASSE - Gov.
Charlie Crist starts his bid
for the Republican nomination for the U.S. Senate
with a big lead.
Crist was favored by 54
percent of 486 Republican
voters compared to 23 percent who preferred former
Florida House Speaker
Marco Rubio in a poll
released Wednesday.
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skies with scattered storms.
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High: 93°
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Don't ·be lured in by gifts from credit lenders
more debt. But if you're
and income you have to cations to Harvard students great investment return.
really in trouble there's
qualify based on your own and asked, 'What does this
Gregg and got his responsCFF: When applying for something called the concredit. So there may be mean?' and none of them
es regarding the facts of the
some students that can do could understand it. It's a credit card, what are sumer credit counseling
new legislation. ways to get
that, but probably not t90 very legalistic. It's very some things you must con- service, which is a nonprofit and probably has the
out and stay out of debt,
many because most of · complicated.
sider?
best reputation. They willand common misconcepthem don't have any assets
Gregg: Now, of course if help you design a budget
tions about credit cards.
and not much income. But
CFF: What is a common
just in case you're inde- misconception people 4a,ve you're under 21 you will that will help you get·out of
Central
Florida
have to have yow parents ·debt and will work with
pendent and wealthy and with credit cards?
Future: How much debt
you're under 21, you can
sign. and the bank will like- your creditors~ I·believe all
does the average college
still get a credit card if you
Gregg: A misconcep- ly give you a low credit the students that take my
student have?
CFF: Since the legisla- have the money. But Tealis- tion would be that 'I need a limit. I would avoid paying class can do that themtion passed, what are ;;ome tically, you now have to get credit card and I need to fees on credit cards. For selves.
Professor Paul Gregg: new requirements that your parents to sign, and pay interest on a ~redit card college students, don't be
CFF: Do you have any
The average credit card credit ,card companies they can not increase your to build credit.' That is not lured by free t-shirts, piggy
debt for the average college must meet?
credit limit unless your par- true. Your credit score and back on your parents card, advice for students who
senior is $3,262, and the
ent approved it.
FICO score is most impact- know what your credit lim- have accumulated debt?
average in student loans is
Gregg: Payments above
ed by these two things: 65 its are and watch out for
Gregg: Get a plan to pay
$17,140, which means that, the minimum have to be
CFF: What are some percent is how much you ·penalties and unnecessary
it off. You need a plan to
on average, students are applied to the highest inter- expectations or predictions owe and the timeliness of fees.
limit any increases, if not
graduating with up to est rate. The bills must be you have in regards to how your payme:pts. So if you
$20,000 in debt, which is sent 21 days before the due this new legislation will want to improve you credit
CFF: What are some stabilize it, and then you get
very concerning.
date as opposed to sending affect both credit card com- score, stop paying your bills ways that students can it paid off as soon as possilate, which includes your minimize their amount of ble. As soon as you graduit to you and it miraculous- panies and students?
CFF: Now that the new ly showing up seven days
ate you. need a real plan to
electric bill and your rent. debt?
legislation on. credit cards before it's due, much to
make sure it gets paid off
Gregg: So what we Every time you apply for
·
has been passed, what are your surprise. They have to think is going to happen credit, that does impact
Gregg: Students need to quichl~
some· things credit card provide 45-days notice here is that more cards will your score.
try to minimize their debt,
CFF: Do you have any
companies can no longer before changing the terms be charging fees, so the
particularly student loan
do?
·
of your credit card and dis- credit companies will be
CFF: What
is
the debt. "How do I do that?" advice to students who are
close the repayment time losing income on this, so biggest mistake that stu- Two ways: work some to not yet in credit debt and
Some credit card using minimum payments. they're going to have to . dents can make having a help defray the amount I thinking about applying for
companies were charging if In other words if you want make up for it somehow, so · credit card?
need to borrow, and do not a credit card?
you paid online or by to pay your minimum pay- we think there are going to
dawdle around in college.
phone. No more fees for ments, how long'it will take be more fees, fewer promoGregg: Now what I tell
Gregg: I tell students So if it takes you six years to
that. They can not sudden- you to pay off your credit · tions. Less credit-worthy the big thing is you don't get out of here, it's costing students is that most peoly increase your interest card bills, which is an out- customers will not iikely carry balances on your you two more years of debt. ple fall into two buckets:
rate. They can not use dou- rageously long period of get credit cards and there credit card because you So if you're not sure of your spenders and savers. And if
ble cycle billing. Retroac- time. And if they offer you a will be more rate increases will never get financially major, you need to step· you are a spender, you are
tive rate increases are .now promotional interest rate, it on future purchases. That's ahead paying 18 percent or back for a year, get your life probably better off with a
illegal, so they can't change has to last you six months.
allowed, they can change 20 percent interest on together, figure out what it debit card. It keeps you out
yow rate and retroactively
your rate with 45 days money •you borrow. You is you want to be and then of credit card debt. If you
apply it to balances you
. CFF: What are some of notice and up it for just can't get ahead. And go to college and finish that are a saver, you probably
made already. They have to the new requirements for prospective, not retroac- what people don't know is degree.
can handle a small credit
be prospective. There is an students applying for .cred- tive, so we think they'll do that your best investment is
limit and a credit card and
exception if you're 60 days it cards?
to pay off your credit card
CFF: What are some start using it to build credit,
that.
late on your bill. They can
because where can I get an steps that students can take earn points, get cash
go back and up ypur interGregg: If you're under
CFF: Why do you think 18 percent, after tax, risk- to get themselves out of rebates, whatever.
·
- est rate they were charging 21, which most of our so many people are con- free return on my money? debt?
you and if you catch up, the , [UCF] students are, then fused about the workings of Not the stock market. But I
For more information
old rate can be reinstated you must get the signature credit cards?
Gregg: They can take · about credit cards, getting
can pay off a credit card
by paying on time for the of a parent or another qualthat I'm carrying and pay- my class first. Second, there out of debt and avoiding
next six months. Over limit ified adult who has the
Gregg: I thought it was ing interest on it. But you are people out there to help debt, visit the College of .
fees, now they must offer credit worthiness to co- interesting: One night, have to look at it like an you. Get a job, cut· you're Business' Cash Course Web
you a program to say, 'We· sign your credit card, or if NBC went to Harvard, and investment, I'm saving 18 spending down so that sft:e
at
will allow you to go over you do have frnancial assets they read credit card appli- percent after tax, that's a your not incurring any www.cashcourse.org/ucf.
FROM Al

)

your limit, but you will be
charged Do you want that?'
And if you say no, they will
not let you go over your
limit, and they will not
charge you a fee. Last, they
can not increase your rate
the first year of the card. So
if they offer you a 5 percent
rate they can not change it
for 12 months.

Gregg:

)

407 •704-8911

6367 East Colonial Drive·Orlando, FL 32807
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401-211-1616
www.marriott.com/mcoce
• 123 Spacious Rooms
w/double Beds in
Most Rooms
• Courtyard Cafe Open for
Breakfast Daily

fl651 UniVenilV BouleVanl

401-513-9000
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• Doily Housekeeping Service

~ 2 Meeting
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Rooms fo~
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• ffigh Speed Internet Access
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Bill may pass
this summer
FROM

Al

cycle to register as many
students
as
possible,
regardless of political aff"ili-:
ation.
Harrison said that with
voter registration out of the
way, political clubs on campus could focus more on
informing studen~.
''I think the legislation is
definitely something the
state and ... our generation
will benefit from," said
Justin York, a junior. and
member of the UCF College Republicans.
However, York also saw
an ulterior motive for some
of the support for the Student VOTER Act. "It's
nakedly political," he said.
"Young people a:re trending
democratic. But beyond ·
the political side, it's still
certainly a good thing."
The Washington D.C.based organization that
conceived the idea for the
bill, Student Association for
Voter Empowerment, is a
nonpartisan and nonprofit
group founded and run by
young people.
"We're really proud that
this is a bipartisan effort,"
said Bobby Campbell,
director of policy and programs for SAVE.
Universities are already
required to "make a good
faith effort" to register students to vote.
·
Campbell said that
because of this, universities
already have the registration forms and other
resources necessary to register their students, but that
they aren't being used :as
effectively as they could be.
"The biggest question
we get asked from a critical
standpoint is th~ cost," he .
said. "There isn't going to
be a substantial increase in
cost to any party."

An effort similar to the
Student VOTER Act was
implemented in 1994 when
the National Voter Registration Act passed, requiring voter registration to be
made
available
when
obtaining or renewing a
driver's license. Of all the
ways to register the vote,
registering at the Department of Motor Vehicles
was the most popular
among voters age 18 to 29,
according to a study from
the Center for Information
& Research on Civic Learning and Engagement.
The specifics .of how
this bill would be .i mplemented vary between different states and institutions. However, Campbell
offered one idea of how
voter registration could be
integrated with online
enrollment based on an
example from a few community colleges in California.
After a: student epters
information for enrollment,
they have the option to
check a box to have their
information put into a voter
registration form.
The form is then printed
and sent to the student for a
signature. Once signed, the
student would only need to
mail in the form to be registered.
The bill was introduced
in July of last year, and has
since been referred to the
Committee on House
Administration and a series
of other committees and
subcommittees.
Campbell expects the
bill to be out of the committee system and close to a
signature from the president by the end of summer.
For further infQ.rmation
concerning the Student
VOTER
Act,
visit
. http://www.savevoting.org.

(rntnf~'1rtun .-~ •

Lying in the sand

CAITLIN BATTERSBY/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Afemale gopher tortoise lays eggs in the sand in the UCF Arboretum natural lands on Monday. The number of gopher tortoises in the wild has dropped an
estimated 80 perqmt over the last 100 years according to Orange County Environmental Protection Division.

Limited parking an issue at Moe's
FROM

Al

more by initiating various
other deals.
McLellan said it is
important to make sure that
customers would come to
the specials because "if you
lower the prices and no one
comes, then you are losing
money."
One frustratmg problem
Mo~'s customers have to
contend with is the lack of.
parking available at busy
times - during days when
specials run and the
lunchtime rush.
On M_ondays and Thursdays, beginning around 3
p.m., the line is completely
out the door and there are
no parking sp~ces available.
McLellan said approximately 70 percent of Moe's
dinner customers are UCF
students.
Rachel Cullen, a junior
cinema studies major, eats
at Moe's almost every Monday and Thursday to take
advantage of the $6 meal

ERIN DREW I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Sean Bubemak places an order at Moe's with Alicia Gibbs on Tuesday afternoon.

deal. She tries to be there offered a 25 percent disaround 3 p.tn. or 4 p.m.
count lunch special on
"It gets busy later, and those days. This service
when it's busy, parking is a will be funded by Moe's, in
big problem," Cullen said
an effort to increase sales
She sometimes has to and help reduce the parking
park in the neighboring issue.
shopping center and walk.
The suggestion of a
One development to be shuttle going to and from
implemented is a shuttle . the UCF campus was mengoing to ,and from the tioned on the UCF survey
Qµadrangle businesses, on to find out whether they
Wednesdays and Fridays would utilize it on meal
specifically for Siemens' deal days. This service
employees.
would be free to student s
Siemens' businesses are - another effort by Moe's

to increase sales and free up
parking spaces.
Cullen said her favorite
restaurant to·eat burritos is
Qdoba, but she eats at
Moe's because of the deals.
She said would definitely
take advantage of a late
night special. Many UCF
students have school and
work and need a late night
dinner.
Junior Lindsea· Stowe is
''pretty consistent'' when it
comes to eating at Moe's on
Mondays and Thursdays
for the $6 meal deal.
"It fills you up in one
meal:' Stowe said
Stowe, a nursing major,
adds that she thought many
UCF students would love a
late night meal deal.
McLellan said the goal
of the survey ·was to find
out which .deals would be
successful. All suggestions
would be offered at some
time, and the ones that are
successful will be kept. If all
the specials are popular,
they will remain, he said.
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Chrysler, Fiat create new world auto giant
KIMBERLY S. JOHNSON
Associated Press

DETROIT - Italys Fiat
is the new owner of most
of Chryslers assets, closing
a deal Wednesday that
saves the troubled U.S.
automaker from liquidation and places a new company in the hands of Fiats
CEO.
The deal creates a leaner company known as
Chrysler Group LLC,
which is not in bankruptcy
protection and is free of
billions in debt, 789 underperforming dealerships
and burdensome labor
costs that hobbled the old
Chrysler I.LC.
Fiat CEO Sergio Marchionne immediately was
named CEO of the new

colnpany, which said in a
statement that it would
soon reopen Chrysler factories that were idled during
the
bankruptcy .
process,
costing
the
automaker $100 million
per day.
The new company will
focus on smaller vehicles,
areas in which Chrysler
was weak.
'Work is already under
way on developing new
environmentally friendly,
fuel-efficient, high-quality
vehicles that we intend to
become Chryslers hallmark going forwai:d," the
new company said in a
statement.
The Italian automaker
wont put any money into
the deal but will give_
Chrysler billions worth qf

small car and engine technology.
"We intend to build on
Chryslers culture ~f innovation and Fiats complementary technology and
expertise
to
expand
Chryslers product portfolio both in North America
and
overseas,"
Marchionne said in a statement.
The sale to Fiat SpA
marks a · victory for the
Obama administration,
which
shepherded
Chrysler LLC into Chapter
11 protection on April 30
with the hope that the
company would emerge in
a matter of months with a
new partner.
"This mornings closing
represents
a
proud
moment in Chryslers sto-

ried history," said the Treasury Department in a written
statement. "The ChryslerFiat Alliance has now exited
the bankruptcy process and
is poised to emerge as a competitive, viable automaker."
The government will loan
the new company $4.7 billion, to be repaid within eight
years along with interest and
$288 million in fees.
The Treasury had given

Chrysler LLC $3.3 billion in
debtor-in-possession financing to support the company
throughout the bankruptcy
process.
Chrysler
LLC
remains in bankruptcy court,
as it winds down operations,
~elling plants it doesnt want,
dispersing payments to
debtholders and settling any
other claims that were not
transferred to the new company. Those actions could

linger until next year, if not
longer.
Chrysler Group will be
divided into four divisions,
representing the Chrysler,
Jeep, Dodge, and Mopar
brands.
The U.S. and Canadian
go\ternments will receive a
combined 10 percent stake.
Fiat would get 20 percent,
with the possibility of up to
35percent.
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An empty showroom at a Chrysler dealership in Colma, Calif. Chrysler was in bankruptcy courtTuesday to approve the
dosure of 789 dealer franctiises. Most of Chrysler's assets have been purchas~d by Fiat, an Italian car company.
.
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PoliC~ look for suspects
FROM

Al

· model compact car with a
bra and multiple deep
scratches.
Police say the suspects
are described as approximately 5 feet 10 inches to 6

feet tall, slim and speaking
with Haitian accents.
At this time, there is no
further information available as this is an open
investigation, said UCF
Police Officer Jeannette
Emert with the communi-

•
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•
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AMPUS
__ ROSSINGS
a campus

community

ty relations unit. _
Anyone with information or tips should contact
UCF Police at 407-8235555. Anonymous tips
should be referred to
Crimeline a.t www.crimeline.org or 1-800-423-TIPS.
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TIM FLOYD RESIGNS FROM
POST AT SOUTHERN CAL
LOS ANGELES - nm Floyd took
. Southern California'.s basketball
program from also-ran status to three
consecutive NCAA tournament
appearances. Now hei gone, having
suddenly resigned amid allegations
that he paid to have OJ. Mayo delivered
to the Trojans.
Floyd on Tuesday submitted a oneparagraph letter to USC athletic director
Mike Garrett saying he was quitting
after four seasons because he no longer
had full enthusiasm for his job.
"I accept Tim's decision and wish him
well;' Garrett said in statement.
The Clar/on-Ledger of Jackson, Miss.,
first reported'Floyd'.s resignation. He is
from Hattiesburg.
His departure signals another
reversal of fortune for the basketball
program since the season ended.
In May, YahooSports.com reported
· that Louis Johnson, a former associate
· of Mayo's, told federal and NCAA
investigators that Floyd paid $1,000 in
cash to Rodney Guillory, who steered
Mayo to USC.
Johnson, a former associate of
Guillory, has previously alleged Guillory
received hundreds of thousands of
dollars from a sports agency that he
pi!rtially funneled to Mayo.
Mayo played one season for the
Trojans before leaving fur the NBA,
where he plays for the Memphis
.Grizzlies.
Floyd has never addressed the
allegations involving Mayo.
If the NCAA can prove Floyd paid to
have Mayo delivered to USC, that would
be considered a major violation. The
Trojans could be forced to for{eit
victories, and they could face recruiting
restrictions and lose scholarships.

.-
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UCF Men's Soccer head coach Bryan·Cunningham poses with a scarf he received from a team he helped in Iceland.

Men's soccer coach fpcuses on development
BRIAN MURPHY

.,

Staff Writer

UCF Men's Soccer head coach Bryan Cunningham says that the biggest aspect of soccer that
the United States doesn't appreciate is that, of all the other sports, it's a players' game.
There are no calls being radioed in. There are no signals given from a dugout, or plays drawn
up on a whiteboard. The game of soccer is based on what each player decides to do when the
ball is at his feet.
.
However, to mold and to teach those players to become not only great athletes and great winners, but also great people, that is where a coach such as·Cunningham is needed.
"Obviously, we want to compete for championships," he
said. "That's number one, and that's what any coach wants to
do. But at the same time, we want to make sure players graduate, and that we're developing good leaders and role models .
for the team. So that ultimately, they can go off and be good
employees, good employers, good husbands and good
fathers."
Crmningham is a native of Philadelphia but decided to
move down to North Carolina for -college after his brother,
Rob, decided to attend North Carolina State. Cunningham,
unlike.his brother, went to a small school: P£eiffer University.
lle graduated from P£eiffer in four years in 1996 and was a
. four-year letterman on the soccer team, but it was in his junior year, as a player, that ~unningham f"irst got the feeling that
- BRYAN CUNNINGHAM
he could have a future as a coach.
.
UCF MEN'S SOCCER HEAD COACH
"I had spent a couple of summers working as a staff coach
for (J>feiffer head coach) T.J. Kostecky, my mentor, for his soccet camps and clinics he was putting on," Cunningham said.
"He really gave me a lot of self-beliefthat I could do this, that I had a very, good knack for coaching, teaching the game and working with players of all different abilities."
After some careful thought, Cunningham decided to pursue that avenue.
His first coaching job came in 1997 as Kostecky gave him a volunteer assistant position at
P£eiffer. Before the start of the 1998 season, Kostecky was named Appalachian State's head
coach;and he decided to bring Cunningham on board as his top assistant.
.
Cunningham spent five seasons on the Mountaineers staff before landing a job with a higher profile in 2003. .
.
"The Carolinas is a pretty tight community," he said. "You're doing a lot of recruiting, and
you're seeing a lot of the same people in a 3-hour radius. I was able to make my name as a very

FSU WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
LOSES TRANSFER TO PURDUE

~Obviously, we
want to compete
for championships.
. ·That's number
·one, and that's
what any coach
wants to do.'

WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. - Former
Florida State forward Antoinette
Howard says she will transfer to Purdue,
where she will have two years of
basketball eligibility starting in 201011.

The 5-foot-11 Howard played in 29
games as a freshman but only one her
sophomore season for the Seminoles. ·
She's the second transfer for the
Boilermakers since the end of last
season. Forward Drey Mingo also
announced in April that she would
transfer from Maryland.
Howard was the 2007 Georgia Class
SA high school player of the year and
averaged 15.3 points and 7.9 rebounds
as a senior at-South Gwinnett High
School. She originally signed with
Florida but opted out of her letter of
intent after the university fired coach
Carolyn Peck.
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PADRICK•BREWER
Sports Editor

KINGS TAB WESTPHAL AS
THEIR NEWEST HEAD COACH
The Sacramento Kings reached an
agreement in principle with Paul
Westphal late Tuesday night to be their
fourth new coach in just over three
years.
Westphal, a longtime NBA player and
coach, went 267-159 during parts of
seven seasons leading the Phoenix
Sans and Seattle Supersonics. He
replaces interim coach Kenny Natt after
the Kings finished 17-65, the worst
record in the NBA and in franchise
history.
''We set some parameters at the start
ofthis coaching search to look for a
successful, experienced leader, and Paul
certainly meets those qualifications;'
said Geoff Petrie, the Kings' top
basketball executive. "He has awealth
of experience in the NBA as both a
coach and player:'
-
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Track and field
Five Knights took part
in the NCAA Track and
Field
Championships,
which started Wednesday
at John McDonnell Field at
the
University
of
Arkansas.
Senior Dione Thomas
(trip!~ jump), juniors
Kesley Poljansek (discus),
LeKe ndra Thames (discus) and Tiki James (100meter hurdle s) and sophomore Lizzie Harris (high
jump) will participate in
the championships.
Harris was the lone
Knight
competing
Wednesday, and Poljansek, 'lb.am.es and James
will compete Thursday

i

ts head to championships
.
.
.

and Thomas will take part
in the last event of her college.career on Friday.
As her Knights compete
for national recognition,
UCF head coach Caryl
Smith Gilbert has grabbed
her fair share recently.
On Monday, the United
States Track & Field and
Cross Country · Coaches
Association announced
that Smith Gilbert had
been named the South
Region Coach of the Year.
Smith Gilbert, in her
se cond ye ar with UCF,
said working with her athletes is an honor.
- "I am blessed to have
the opportunity to coach
such a driven, dedicated
group of young women,"
Smith Gilbert said in a
UCF release. "Our athletes

--

COURTESYUCF ATHLETICS

Sophomore Lizzie Harris will be one of S Knights competing the NCAA Track and Field Championships in Arkansas.

have worked extremely
hard this season, and I am
proud of their accomplishments athletically as well

as away from the track."

Athletics
UCF added to its ath-

letics administration staff
with the hiring of Jeff
PLEASESEE

UCF ON A7
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Coach: 'We want to be the best' U CF brings in
FROM A6

..l

good recntiter, hard worker, and good assistant, and
I was fortunate that Mark
Berson at-the University of
South Carolina brought
me to him as his top assistant."
The
Gamecocks
expected greatness during
Cunningham's time on
their staff. In both seasons,
they were ranked as high
as seventh in the national
polls.
Cunningham said that
recruiting for a program
such as South Carolina is
grueling, because you are
gone for weeks at a time,
traveling all over the world
and trying to find the best
players for your team. He
also said the reward of all
that work is "getting the
good players and making a
lot of gpod players."
One of those contacts
would help ptit down the
pathway toward Cunningham's future at UCF. '
When he was an assistant at South Carolina,
Cunningham's
Game. co.cks fought with Southern Methodist University
for the services of many of
the same players. SMU's
top recntiter at that time
was Brent Erwin.
"Brent and I were very
close;' Cunningham said.
''We recruited against the
same players, and if we
were out on the road,
recruiting, we would ·
always pick each other's
· brains." .
·
· Eventually, Erwin was
given the UCF head
coaching job in 2005, and
Cunningham found himself being lured away by a:
close friend yet again.
- Cunninghamspenttwo
seasons as Erwin's top
assistant, both of which ·
didn't see much success
for the Knights in their
:f irst two years as a part of
Conference USA. The

- '·
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Bryan Cqnningham, seen here at his desk, is getting ready for his third season as head coach for the men's soccer team.

Knights' combined record classmen - Cunningham
in those two seasons was was realistic about the
13-17-3.
team's immediate future.
Cunningham's skills as
"I was very clear (to the
a recruiter were getting administration) that this
some high praise, howev- was going to take time,
er. Cunningham's first because we didn't want to
recruiting class at UCF be just a one-hit wonder,"
ranked in the top 30 Cunningham said. "Our
nationally by <;;ollege Soc- intentions are to build
cer News, and first in the something that's going to
south region by Stu- last here, so then every
dentSports.com.
.
player that comes into this
In January 2007, Cun- program can then be
ningham's career took a proud and look back and
positive turn, but at the know that they were an
expense of Erwin, who important, integral part of
resigned from UCF after that process."
concerns about being too
Part of that building
far away from his family in includes successes off the
Dallas.
field. Cunningham said
Erwin returned to that his team had the high- .·
SMU to · coach the est GPA of any male sport
women's team, and Cun- at UCF through the last
nifigham stepped up to ·year. Ryan Roush3:11del,
become the Knights' who was a senior last sea:newest leader.
son, was named UCF's
Cunningham said he Male Scholar-Athlete of
didn't feel nervous in the the Year for 2008. It's that
role, as he had.served as .t ype of character that Cuninterim head coach at ningham expects out of all·
Appalachian State on a his players.
few occasions. But with
"The culture that we
the step up in conference want to create here, we're
play and young roster -19 still trying to create,'' he
of UCF's 26 players in the said. "What we're trying to
2007 season were under- do here is make sure that

the players are solid, disciplined players on the field,
off the field, and in the
classroom." .
Cunningham's
. two
squads have combined for
an 11-23-3 records, includirig a 3-10-3 mark in C. USA But the competition
is getting tougher and the
players have been very
young.
..
Now in his third year as
the Knights' head coach,
Cunningham is still molding and teaching how to
make his young players
winners, both on and off
the field.
.
"Ultimately, we don't
just want to win a cha,mpionship," he said ''We want
to be the best in every category of everything that
wedo.
He's confident that as
he brings in more lauded
recruiting classes with the
right type of athletes and
citizens, championships
will be coming to the UCF
Men's Soccer team soon
enough.
"The perfect storm is
about to happen here,''
Cunningham said. "It's all
coming to fruition."

administrator
FROM A6

Basketball

Wednesday marked the
Ulmer,
the
school start of guard Isaac Sosa's
announced Monday.
international campaign, as
According to a release, he and his teammates on
Ulmer will oversee "all Puerto Rico's Under-19
areas of athletics develop- National Team took on the
ment: major gifts, fundrais- U.S. in an international
ing and the Golden tournament in France.
Knights Club, plus UCF's
The World Juniors Bas- ·
athletics ticket sales opera- ketball Tournament, a
tion."
·
four-day tournament, is a
Most recently, Ulmer precursor to the . FIBA
worked at Ole Miss as the World
Championship,
preside~t of the UMAA which takes place July 2-12
Foundation and -spear- in Auckland, New Zealand.
headed the foundation's
According to a UCF
developmental team and release, Sosa helped the
its effort to reach out to the Puerto Rico team qualify
community and alumni to for the world champigarner resources for capi- onship. when he averaged
tal projects and scholar- 13.8 points per game at the
ship support.
FIBA Americas Under-18
Ulmer has also worked Championship in Argentifor Vanderbilt University's na last summer.
law school as assistant
dean for development.
Softball
He has also worked for
Former Knight Breanne
_the University of Florida in Javier earned a roster spot
a similar capacity, helping with the Pride of the
oversee development for National Pro Fastpitch
four colleges at the univer- league last Wednesday,
sity in his 15 years at the according to a UCF release.
school
Former Knight Allison ,
Ulmer brings , more Kime signed a free agent
than 20 years of experi- deal in the league in 2008,
ence with development to . and current assistant coach
UCF.
Stephanie Best was select"The investment in ed in the 2005 draft.
UCF1s student-athletes is · - The Pride are based out
critical,'' Ulmer said in the of Kissimmee.
release. ''.A.s I have seen
Javier led the Knights
from both sides, intercolle- with 34 RBis last season.
giate athletics can be as
And as former players
important to a University move on, UCF is adding to
as a successful academics its player pool for next sea- •
program.
son.
"In athletics, you conUCF head coach Renee
tribute to the academic Luers-Gillispie announced
landscape ofyour universi- Monday that Kazandra
ty in so many ways. It will Holliday signed a National
be our mission to help Letter of Intent to play for
enrich the lives for our stu- the Knights.
dents. Intercollegiate ath~
Holliday. from Klaletics will create tremen- howya Secondary School
dous visibility, which in in Silverdale, Wash., had
turn will create key oppor- 661 strikeouts in her high
tunities for the university." 1 school career.
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s of life in 100 Polaroids
..
A modest display. One hundred Polaroids, peppered across the walls of a small,
dimly lit room, may not seem
impressive on first glance.
Ivan Riascos, an artist whose
emphasis is on photography,
presents a study of time through
100 days in Polaroids.
The 4-by-5 mini-canvasses are
filled with images of the everyday - the sky, clouds, sunsets or
trees.
But among the simple pictures
aimed to ,display how mundane
100 days can really be were a few
recognizable images that capture
the viewer's attention.
A brightly lit up 7-Eleven sign,
a Coca-Cola can and the unquestionable sighting of SpongeBob
SquarePants emerge to bring a
sense of familiarity and nostalgia
to the display.
Riascos has chosen to host his
first show in Florida, titled "100
Days In a Blink of an Eye," at Stardust Coffee and Video in Winter
. Park among the laid-back, coffeesipping hipsters that frequent the
venue.
"The Stardust was so cute,' I
loved the whole atmosphere,"
freshman Melissa W~instein said.
"There were good vibes ... and I
especially loved it because it had
a photo booth."
Stardust screams postmodern,
with an ·e clectic ar.ray of anything
considered art on the walls. The •
venue also boasts a stage for
bands to play on, dozens of
videos to choose from and a wide
selection of beer and food.
"The art show was smaller
than I imagined, but it was cool
and unique, espe--cially because
I'm all about Polaroids," Weinstein said.
Along with the Polaroids lined
against the wall was a white sheet
of paper that had been taped up.
The paper began by explaining
that this project was inspired by ,
two different experiences.

~\

Polaroid artist Ivan Riascos presents an intimate
study of time through 100 photos. The exhibit
shows all this month at Stardust Coffee Lounge.
PHOTOS BY STEFANIE KUNCMAN / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE
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Riascos said that Korean culture was part of the inspiration
for his project.
"In Korea, teenagers celebrate
the first 100 days of a relationship, as in · dating. All Koreans
also celebrate 100 days_ of the
baby's birth," he explained.
He said that listening to the
song "100 Days, 100 Nights" by
Sharon Jones and the Dap-Kings

further influenced the project.
"[Listening to the song] made
lne.think about the importance of
time and how when you look forward to 100 days it seems like it
t alces a long time to reach," Riascos said
According to the artist,
Polaroids were chosen instead of
normal photographs because of
how personal a Polaroid photo

For more photos
of the exhibit:

1<-1

www.UCFNews.com

can be.
. "I was aiming for a m:~e on one
feel," he said. "Polaroids you
always feel connected -somehow.
It's a very small photo. It brings
you closer, and it's more personal."
Riascos aims to demonstrate
things we can all relate to. There
is no symbolism involved, just
memories, experiences and
instances of life all out of order.
"It shows how you remember
things," Riascos said. "You don't
remember things consecutively,
you rememb_e r snippets."
"100 Days In a Blink of an Eye"
is free and the eJUrlbit runs until
June "30 at; Stardust Coffee and
Video.

:

New artist sings message of love
HEATHER DANESHGAR
Contributing Writer
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•
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With a chill reggae vibe
and lyrics that emphasize
social justice, Mishka is not
your typical star. As the
first and only recording
artist on actor Matthew
McConaughey's
record
label, j.k. livin, Mishka has
exploded into the limelight
while staying grounded in
love and nature.
A few days before his
performance at The Social,
Mishka took time out of his
busy schedule (traveling
back to the States from a
short tour in Japan) and
spoke with the Central
Florida Fu.tu.re about his
relationship
with
McConaughey, his time
spent living on a boat and
the inspiration behind his
music.
CFF: First of
how

f·

when you first picked up a
guitar?
Mishka: About seven
ful Amazing.
CFF: What, has been years old
your favorite of the places
CFF: When did you first
.come to the States?
.
you've traveled so far?
Mishka: I've been.comMishka: Japan is one of
them. I love playing there, a ing here for a long time. I
really receptive audience. grew up on a sailboat.
CFF: How was that?
Portugal has been great,
Mishka: It was amaztoo.
CFF: Can you describe ing. I was mostly homeyour favorite show? ,
schooled and everything,
Mishka: I don't really so I didn't have the whole
have one, they've all been social interaction thing
special Special moments. I with the other kids, but I
really like the outdoor festi- had a really good connecvals, the energy of being tion with nature. I had a
really huge playground outside is just different.
CFF: Where was your, like the whole world
CFF: When did you·first
first show?
Mishka: Performing my meet
Matthew
own stuff, in high school McConaughey?
Mishka: We first met in
Me and some of my friends
had a band that we put person in 'OS, first talked to
together; and we put on our him on the phone I think
own concert. ·
PLEASE SEE ARTIST ON A9
CFF: How old were you
was Japan?

Mishka: It was wonder-
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Mishka, a reggae artist signed to Matthew McConaughey's record label, j.k. livin,
brought a little inspirational music and island flavor to The Social on Tuesday.
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Absolute mixes up nightlife
Company enhances club experience
·KARLEE LYNE
Contributing Writer

,.
Kiss and Tell

by Jen Glantz

You know that feeling you get
when you hear a song that
reminds you of someone from
your past - and it's always the
person you want to forget the
most? Our relationship
columnist does, and she spills
her story of love lost and the
soundtrack that spurs
memories along with advice for
how to move on.

•

Canterbury Tails
by Andrea Canterbury
Get to know our news editor's
canine companion as she
discusses ways to have fun with
your pooch. Her adventures
begin with-a trip to St. Louis to
see the Cardinals and Purina
Pooches in the Park parade.

•
•

MOVIETIMES

It's another weekend
in Orlando - classes are
out, work 1s on hold and
it's_ time to f1nd somewhere to party and take
new Facebook photos.
The local bar scene
can be a lot of fun, but it
can also be repetitive. So
where do you go when
you're bored with the
same drink specials, the
same crowded bathrooms and the same people with their lame pickup lines?
Bryan Caracciolo has
offered an alternative
party scene by playing
coordinator to Orlando's
nightlife through his
company,
Absolute
Entertainment.
Caracciolo, now a junior at UCF, started
Absolute Entertainment
in 2006 strictly as an
event staffing company.
The
company
has

expanded to provide not
only bartending, photography and Web design
services, but also an
array of specialty events
sure to trump your last
weekend on University
Boulevard.
Absolute Entertainment currently hosts
Get Loose· Tuesdays at
Roxy, Let's Dance Thursdays at Bliss, and Club
Crawls on the second
and fourth Saturday of
each month, which hit
up Antigua, Bliss and
Mako's.
"Our events are truly
one of a kind," Caracciolo said.
Each tour with the
Absolute team grants
customers VIP status
within the clubs as well
as personalized drink
specials. In addition to
helping partiers drink for
less, Absolute provides a
transportation service to
and from the clubs.
. On nights of events,

students can catch a ride at
Knight Library onto the
ultimate party bus where
lights are dimmed and the
music isup.
''.As of now, my personal
favorite event would have
to be the Club Crawl just
because of the variety pf
clubs you get to choose
between and the convenient transportation we proASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
vide from Knight Library to Absolute Entertainment, an entertainment company headed by UCF students, hosts
Church Street for one fee," events for students a few times a month that indude party buses and dub crawls.
Caracciolo said.
Garrett Rubinstein, the are ready to be treated dif- table; because if you do it
director of promotions for ferent than, just anyone right, you won't remember
it at all."
Absolute Entertainment else."
For more information
and a student at UCF,
So if you want to change
works along with Carocci- up your traditional night of regarding Absolute Enterupcoming
olo arranging specials and partying, you might want to tainment's
private parties with the look at what Absolute events and prices, check
Entertainment offers.
· out Absolute Entertainclubs.
Rubinstein said people
To those not yet swayed, ment on Facebook, or go to
should come to his events Rubinstein said: "The night www.absoluteknights.com
because they "bring the really will be a lot of fun, and www.AbsoluteEnterbest-looking people who but it won't be unforget- tainmentVentures.com.

S Tl PS to stay safe when you're out
1 Stranger Danaer
Courtesy Sony Picture,

·

Surround yourself with a small group of people
you trust. Have fun flirtirlg, but make sure you
know who you're going home with.

THETAKING OF PELHAM 1 2 3 {R)
Denzel Washington stars as New York
City subway dispatcher Walter
Garber, whose ordinary day is thrown
into chaos by an audacious crime: the
hijacking of a subway train. John
Travolta stars as Ryder, the criminal
mastermind who, as leader of a
highly-armed gang of four, threatens
to execute the train's passengers
unless a large ransom is paid within
one hour.

Directed by: Tony Scott
Starring: ~nzel Washington, John Travolta, John Turturro, Luis Guzman, Michael
Rispoli, James Gandolfini

2 Don't lose sight of your drink

Whether it's Rea Bull or (for our 21-year-:
old and up Knights) something with a little extra
punch. always keep your drink with you and cov,ered when possible. If someone else is buying,
watch. the transition from bartender to your hand
to avoid any shady business.
·

3 Don't call me, I'll call you

·

Crazy comes in all shapes and sizes, and
could easily go undetected in a party atmosphere.
A little phone number can go a long way if somebody wants to f"md yon Use your best judgement
before giving out your digits.

LJVEnATIOn.com

=

4 Have a backup-backup
.Do not go out without a plan. Having a
plan B is smart, too. Keys get lost, shenanigans
happen and the night might not go .t he way you had
in mind, so you should know who to call for a ride.
Courtesy Warner Bros. Pictures

IMAGINE THAT (PG-13)
A powerful financial executive whose
career was sent spiraling down the
drain due to sudden lack of
confidence finds the answers to his
inexplicable setback in an imaginary
world dreamt up by his young
daughter in a fantasy comedy
starring Eddie Murphy.

Directed by: Karey Kirkpatrick
Starring: Eddie Murphy, Thomas Haden
Church, Nicole Ari Parker, James Patrick
Stuart, Vanessa Williams, Larramie Doc
Shaw, Robb Derrtn·ger
,,

(PG) 11:40am 2:15 4:507:3010;0512:40am

The Taking of Pelham 123
(R) 11:30am 11:55am )2:25 2:00 2:30 3:00'4:35
5:05 5:30 7:10 7:40 8:10 9-50 10:15 10:50
12:25am 12:50am

The Hangover
(R) 12:1012:20 1:502:40 2:504:20 5:10 5:20
7:25 8:00 8:359:5510-35 10-55 12:20am
1:00am

Land ofthe Lost
(PG-13) 12:05 1:45 2:25 2:55 4:30 5:35 6:50

7:45 8:1510:1510:4512:45am
Open Captioned & Descriptive Audio
11:45am

My Life in Ruins
(PG-13) 12:30 3;10 5:258:0010-30

Drag Me to Hell
(PG-13) 1:004:057:059:4012:15am

Up

Sober is the new drunk ·

When it comes down to it, it's always safer
to be completely in control Offer to be the designated driver for your friends and chug some Starbucks instead of P~R. You'll be safe and look more
composed in your Facebook photos the next day if
you're not stumbling around.

Artist first on new
McConaughey label
Mishka:
Unconditional love. The love of
sometime late in '04.
the creator is the true
CFF: Is it true that he · inspiration for it. Just to
heard you playing at a see life itself, the balanchotel? ·
ing act of life and unconMishka: Yeah. I was- ditional love. The most
n't playing live at the valuable message is to
hotel He was on holiday love music itself, and just
in Jamaica, and he and to love life.
some friends were rantCFF: Do you have
ing a villa. and one of his more albums in the
friends had my CD. The works?
story's a bit distorted.
Mishka: Definitely. I
They had the CD at the can't say when that will
villa they were renting, be, but hopefully within
and that's the firsttime he the next year or so there
heard it.
will be another one comCFF: What inspires ing out, I have a lot of
your music the most?
songs written.
FROM

Imagine That

•

S

A8

SUMMER

MINI
CON

, COMICS GUESTS
STEVE SCOTT • GREG LAND • BILLY TAN
BRANDON PETERSON• GEORGE PEREZ
JIMMY PAlMIOTTI • AMANDA CONNER
JIMMY CHEUNG•CHUCK DIXON
SERGIO CARIELLO • TONY BEDARD
MIKE PERKINS • TIM TOWNSEND

(PG) 12:15 1:30 2:45 4:00 5:15 6:45 7:55 9:45
10:2012:35am .

Up in Disney Digital 3D
(PG) Disney Digital 3D Showtimes
11:50am 2:204:457:2010:0012:30am

Night at the Museum: Battle ofthe
Smithsonian:The IMAX Experience
(PG) IMAX Saeen Showtimes

1:404:257:009:35

"Victoria"

Dana!Aick

MICHAEL WELCH
"Mike Newton
11

ntion.com

(PG-13) 9-30 12-()()am

tfightatthe Museum:
Battle ofthe Smitmonian
(PG) 11:35am 2:104:55 8:0510:30

Terminator Salvation

.,,

(PG-13) 1:35 4:15 7:3510:40

Angels&Demons
(PG-13) 12:00 3:05 6:5510:25

August 22nd - 23rd

StarTrelcThelMAXExperienm
(PG-13) IMAX Saeen Showtimes

12:10am

ORANGE CO. CONVENTION
CENTER • ORIANDO. Fl
.
.

StarTrek
(PG-13) 12:35 4:10 7:1510:10

. X-MenOrigins:~
· (PG-13) 9-35am 1:404:20 7:20 10-.25

-

Listingsfur

tklay, June 12

ERIN DREW/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Mishka hopes to encoura~ people to love music and love life through his
music. He said that unconditional love inspires his lyrics more than anything.

• •
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OUR STANCE

Cutting programs is
budgetary last resort

Tt-avel with
you

·I

t's i.Inportant that, as
students and citizens,
we realize the rights and
responsibilities we have
when traveling outside of
the U.S.
Whenever American citizens are arrested in foreign
countries, it can elicit fears
of traveling outside of our
home country.
The recent sentencing of
U.S. journalists Laura Ling
and Euna Lee for 12 years of
labor in North Korea only
adds to these fears.
Although the Ling and
Lee situation is unique and
may never be experienced
by students, it still brings
about questions of what .
rights and freedoms students· have available to them
when visiting other countries.
One of the strong attrib-

utes of study abroad programs is that they provide
information for students to
access prior to traveling.
It's i.Inportant to have
some understanding of cultural differences and the
rules that exist in the host
country before traveling.
UCF's study abroad Web
site provides an informative
student handbook that
addresses problems that
may arise while overseas.
The handbook even provides contacts to the U.S.
embassy and consulate in
the countries where students plan to visit.
There is also a government link that allows U.S.
citizens to register their
traveling information and
plans for free so that the
Department of State can
assist in the event of an

emergency.
The U.S. Department of
State Web site also provides
country specific information
such as the safety rating and
criminal penalties for those
who are visiting the foreign
area.
When U.S. citizens visit
another country, they are
representing the U.S. If students are visiting foreign
countries for programs such
as study abroad, they represent their academic institutions.
These responsibilities.are
present whether we want
them to exist or not.
No matter what or who
we are representing while
on foreign lands, it is i.Inportant to be knowledgeable
and informed in case emergencies do arise when we
are far from home,

SGA has a seat
saved for you
.

.

.

.

T

here are hundreds of
organizations that
provide virtually limitless ways to get involved in
activities at UCF, but no student organization give students as much power and .
responsibility as the legislative branch of the Student
Government Association.
Right now there are 17
open Senate seats representing 10 different colleges in
the SGA Seriate, and students should be jumping all
over the opportunity to have
such a profound i.Inpact on
what their university chooses to involve itself with.
SGA senators have control over the tuition dollars
that come from the $10.09
per-credit-hour activity and
service fee every student
pays.

.

They are in charge of disµibuting this money to students and student organizations "to provide them with
the funds necessary for travel, conference registration,
event planning and whatever
other expenses that may
arise and cause a financial
burden on a student,"
according to the SGA Web
site.
Students who take advantage of this opportunity now
will be able to learn and
become comfortable with
their role as a senator during
the lull of summer so that
they can run again this fall
and hold their seat until next
summer.
It is also a perfect chance
for students who are unsure
about whether or not a legislative position is a good fit

for them. They can try it out
and see what it's like to make
such authoritative decisions,
. and at the very least. it looks
i.Inpressive on a resume.
Students who are worried
about having enough time
should realize that it's not an
overwhelming commitment.
The Senate meets every
other Thursday for two or
three hours in the evening
throughout the rest.of the
summer.
Students can get an application to become an SGA
senator in the SGA office
located on the second floor
of the Student Union in
Room 214. There is no specific due date for the applica- ·
tions, but students who want
to be elected this summer
should apply as soon as possible.

Get out the vote,
.

.

.

.

sign·_ up for class
T

•
•

The act would provide
he Stude~t Voter
classes at a federally funded
Opportunity to
less confusion by offering
institution would create an
Encourage Registraregistration at a ti.Ine when
environment where stution Act provides a great
students are already regisdents can discreetly choose
tering for classes;
·
example of student minds
whether or not they even
working together and
SAVE notes that the lack
wish to be politically active.
would be a strong addition
of knowledge in where, how
This kind of registration
and when to vote are the
to the class registration
. process also eliminates the
process.
main reasons for the lack of stigma tied to students who
Members of the Student
political participation
elect not to become
Association for Voter
among many younger votinvolved.
ers. Having the option to
Empowerment created the
During political el_e c- ·
register to vote during class
act in order to propose that
tions, television and other
federally funded colleges
registration makes the
mediums can bombard
and- universities should
entire process easier for
viewers with party and canoffer students tl1e chance to
students and may even
didate choices. This kind of
register as voters while they increase the number of
pressure influences political
are signing up for classes.
young voters.
decision making.
For years, political and
With this voting sign-up
Having the registration
option, students can make a
nonpolitical organizations
process through an academhave encouraged young vot- clear and educated choice
ic-friendly medium can
ers to make their voices
to decide whether or not to . reduce pressure.
become a registered voter.
heard. The VOTER Act
Registering during class
Another benefit of makseems to be enabling this by ·
scheduling could make for
ing registration available
benefiting young voters
art easier transition into the
who admit to having probduring class registration is
democratic process for stuthat it gives students a neulems with the voter regisdents who already have
tral territory in which to
many i.Inportant decisions
tration process, which
register.
to .make when it comes to
SAVE cites as 32 percent of
non-voting Y<J-Ulg people.
Registerinefor college
their future.
~

(

Last week, President
university's administrative budget, which is the
John Hitt and I
same percentage cut
announced that, in
response to state-manthat the program eli.Inidated budget cuts, UCF
nations represent to
will recommend limited
UCF's academic budget.
academic program
Each administrative vic;e
eliminations to the unipresident will deter~
versity's Board of
mine how best to
Trustees.
address this budget cut,
The recommendabut
the cut must be
TERRY L. H~CKEY
tions call for eliminatmade.
. UCF Provost and
ing five programs,
Pending approval
Executive Vice President
which will affect 51 facfrom the Board of
ulty and staff members
Trustees, official layoff
and nearly 1,100 students who are
notices will be issued after the
enrolled in the programs.
board's July meeting. All affected
Our faculty and staff members
faculty and staff members will
make outstanding contributions to receive two semesters' notice of
our university, and program elimi- layoff, meaning they will remain
employed through the end of the
nations are not a reflection on
their work. However, the reality is
spring 2010 semester.
that the university has gone as far
We will do everything we can
as it can in managing budget cuts
to assist the two percent of UCF
students who are enrolled in the
without eliminating programs.
Since July 1, 2007, $77 million in affected programs @f study. Colleges and departments are develrecurring funds have been cut
from the university's budget,
oping "teach out" plans to ensure
including the recently-announced
that courses and faculty are avail$38 million cut to UCF's 2009-10
able to accommodate students in
fiscal year budget.
the affected programs through the
We ar~ at the point where most end of the 20ll spring semester.
students and faculty and staff
Courses offered for the fall
members are best served through
2009 semester will not be
limited program eliminations,
changed. However, I urge underrather than through additional
graduate students to meet with
across-the-board cuts to all protheir college's academic advisors
grams. These actions will help us
and graduate students to make
support the many strong_proappointments with their program
grams UCF offers our students.
directors.
Please visit UCF's Budget
Finally, I want to make clear
Resource Center Web site at
that the prpposed program eli.Iniwww.ucf.edu/budget for more
nations are an option of last resort
detailed information about the
- but an option that has become
budget, for answers to frequently
necessary. The fact that we have
asked questions and to provide
been proactive in dealing with
feedback.
budget cuts the past two years has
I wish the magnitude of the
allowed us to avoid this action ·
cuts did not force us to consider
until now.
these -actions, but these focused
As we move forward, our goal
· cuts are in the best interests of the for managing buqget cuts will
entire university. The programs .
remain the same: to preserve the
will be phased' out over the_next
university's core educational _a nd
two years and will save UCF
research programs that will allow
about $6.l million annually.
UCF to emerge from the economUCF is also i.Inplementing a 3.1
ic downturn in the best position
per~ent, $3.7 million, cut to the
possible.
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Tue Future encourages comments from readers. In orderto be consi<lere.dJor publication,
letters toth.e editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length.Submit them on line
.at www.CentralFJoridaFuture.com or fux them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Calf 407-447-4558.

'READERVIEWS
I would be directly affected. SureStudent directly affected ly,
I had to be allowed to start and
by program cuts .
finish my two year program since
As a recent graduate from UCF
in statistics and an accepted fall
graduate student in the data mining program, I am one of the 2
percent of UCF students affected
by this decision. Hitt explained,
"It could have been a lot worse."
At this point, I don't know what
could be worse than not being
able to continue my education
with the amazing professors I look
up to so much. I don't know what.
feels worse than calling my parents and telling them I nu longer
will be attending graduate school
with total financial assistance.
I spent three years at UCF vigorously working on ~y bachelor's
in statistics. I decided to take extra
cow:ses and I even took graduate
courses to challenge myself and
graduate in three years instead of
four. I made.it my goal to be
accepted into the graduate program at UCF to attain my master's
in statistics. Once accepted into
the program I knew I needed
financial assistance in order to be
able to attend. I was awarded a
teaching assistantship that gave
me full tuition coverage and an
additional stipend each semester
to pursue my master's in statistics.
Soon after, I was hired by Walt
Disney World Resort as a data
mining specialist after they
recruited from the statistics
department at UCF. I was elated
and so proud that everything I had
worked for was falling in to place.
On Thursday, June 4, I was sit-.
ting in my cubicle at work when I
read the Central Florida Future
article announcing.the budget
cuts. I was disappointed with the
school's decision but I clifln't think

I was awarded a contractual scholarship. As more information started pouring in, I soon realized this
was not the case. Not only was I
losing my assistantship, but my
admission was rescinded. UCF's
alternative is that any student who
hasmot completed more than 50
percent of _their coursework can
change their major and start a different program. However, there
are no other similar programs.
Now I have to apply late to other
•
schools, meaning I won't be
awarded any financial assistance.
I still have trouble realizing I
no longer will be a student at UCF.
Everything I have worked so long
and so hard for has been taken
from me so quickly. I am disappointed in UCF's complete disregard for the drastic effects this will
have on the students and the professors. The university is losing
very valuable professors who
make an i.Inpact on students' lives.
In addition, it's losing a unique
program that was an asset to UCF
and to the Orlando community. I
would not have been able to find a
job so quickly in my field had it
not been for the statistics program.
I hope UCF learns from its mistake. With the next program cuts
they should be sure to allow all of
the current students to finish their
desired program to prevent this
situation from happening again. In
addition, I hope they make the
announcement early enough so
students have the opportunity to
accept other offers or apply to
other programs.
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online, phone, fax,
in person:
10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: ll825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

.!Im
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

Help Wanted: General
HelpWanted:Part-Tnne
HelpWanted:Full-Time

Business Opportunities
For Rent: Homes
For Rent: Aparbnents
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: Homes

325

B

900 Wanted

350
375
400
500
600
700 Worship

/lge 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 1fJl.

Rooms for rert i1 2/2, 312. & 414
beciocm txlmes. $475 & t.p. Ycrd
ad Uti. lrd. 2 rries 1D UCF.
lnciviclJal leases. MCllth 10 month
avai. www.FOIRentNearUCF.oom

9 rror1h lease avaia:Jle at
Pegasus Pcne,$5oo.!ronlh, 2
bed 2 balhoom apartment from
August 19 - May 8,2010.No
cq:ic:atiolifeeorclef:xJsitrecµed.Cal me at 419-215-5845 or
nataiebernsleil@yahoo.oom.
Ava/al lakes 3.251i::M'ln:me has
(2) rooms for rent 811KJ3. Galed
CXllTTIUity,poolsgyrrvWdi & W/0.
$600 rro. inc. Prefer ron-smokilg
UCFSludents. Cal (561)703-7231.

LCXJKI!!
3 rooms avail in a !age house
dose t:> UCF. lrdt.des il-goln:I
p:.,ol, W/0, & flJ kitchen. $359,too.
+ si:it util. Call 813-004-7427,
leave message.
280/2.BA. Luxuy Apt 10 Stael
,AJI Ubl ad Amerities lrdrl3d

CAMBRIDGE CIRCLE

$600,tro. Eron & Lee Vista, 12
mh 10 UCF. 407-373-0058

Bike 1D UCF 280 2112.BA,W/0,DW,MW,Fral Patio,2Pkg Sf:a:es,112.RENT 1slMO,

•

$750Dep,$925tv'o,407-493-2723

UCF f'l8a newTOWNHOMES
lie firs, cngs fans,al ~ .
resv i:a1<, 21:J/.2b,1 year lease $700
& $875,mo first rro+eec dep. 321536-5430 janakavi@gnail.oom

4 bed 2 bath h:luse pus 1 bed 1
bath 9-JElSt h:luse. Nice, q..i1e
Erea $1295.tno.A~ row.

818-600-2422 or emai
J)Ei:x>.arders:Jn@rixui.oom

UCF Gra:1 Go Krqds!

212. @ Peg. L..ancrg - Stu::lert

Coorja Ponte Luxuy ~
1 & 2 Becrooms Free W/0, p:.,ol,
fitness renter, patios.
2300 Eron Ci: 407-679-6061

avail./>SAP
$620hno. - M. STUDENTS ONLY

UCF AREA- Walk 1D Oa<sses.
1 br. 1 ~- 600 sq. ft. $395m>.,
renova!Bd, $525tno. 1 MO. FREE
RENI (407) 339-2933

Selirg Somellirg? Wdh otr 85%
su::cess rate, it's as good as g:)11131 To
pcr:;e an a:l cal 407-447-4555 or logon

Housi"YJ

www.~.oomtlassifieds

1100SF2bed2bath. ~
A~811KJ3

~ - Corrm..my p:.,ol. 1 ca~ - A ~ sati"lg Jt.ne.
Cal:~

Mas1er SUie i1 Tcmn He.use.
Ga/den 11.b, separate shJwer,
dol.ble snk em share with best
frierd Cct>arla p:.,ol, gated
Ga"cge. Female ony. $650mo.
407-340-9887

Becroom Slite with~ bath
ad walk-ii dose!. Garcg;!, p:.,ol
ard cabala Gated oorrm.riy. F

ony.

$435tm. 407-340-9887
2 tx-A:lath oorm av.:Eble n

NEW 225TCl'M'nme RertO,,vn

AVAl..(XIJ PARK

2ca-~. ~ ki1c:hen,
FREE LAWNCARE ,FREE
CABLE,~bft

AVAILABLE JULY 1st!!
$1300mon1h

(No smokers, smal pelS welcome)
emai: medger001@ylnlo.oom
for more informalion

Pla::e ycx.r ocl i1 min.Jtesl
Gall 407-447-4556 or enter oriihe at
w w w . ~.c om.tlassified

Roorrmales 1D share 212.
Furished Concb.Hardv.ood
fbors, \laiilaj ceirgs, 2nd floor;
Screened-In Pooti, stove,
rmowave, wastierA:i,€1" ad
refligerab. Waterfrontb.lltaPool .n:I Ol.b House. L.oca!oo 1/2.
nile UCF.

All l1ifes & inlemet irl.rl;d.
$650.0Gmonh Cal 863-604-6016
1D s:hedJe a \'isit. Adctess: 100
Reserw Ci: Uit #2f1J. Riglt on
Alafaia.

TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT in
gaaj CXllT11Uity i1Avalorl Perl<
( ~ Isle) 31.3.5'2 Like rel-I.
Efd1 beciocm has it's cmn bath!
Close 1D UCF off Colonial ard
Avalorl. W/0, p:.,ol ad ciJ:Jhouse.
$1 sootro. Cal 321.::sTl-1746 or
954-693-7233. AVAIL JULY 1ST
Avai 7/1, '312/2 Home, off
Wocxbry ~. Well< 1D Walerbd,
4 rries from UCF. Lawn Care ro,
W/0 ird, gerden1Lb, comerlot,pelSok 407-758-8918

First Month Free!
A~Aug.aD..pexilSherv.ood
Faest. 312. $9!:,0m). Close 10 UCF.
Lawn care, W/0, cishwasher ird.
Cal 407-937-2900 or 402-20S-7577

Wakb1 Oiase, a safe haven bcaled 1
mile from UCF. lrd. p:.,ol. 3.25

w~ki1c:hen&ai:,:ja1C8S. W/0
Cal Oleny 954600-4649

•
•
•
•

PCX)L HOME: Like New 3b2b,
large fenced~ hgou,d p:.,ol,
!age lalai, No HOA, Huge dive
w/extra pi:rl<rg, exlra garage,
nside lalrdy rm & MORE! $2291<
Cal 407-668-9280 or emai:

HU"l!a"s Reserve. Walk or bike 10
UCF carp.JS ad Bri;jltt,ouse
sbdrn. WastaA:i,€1", p:.,ol,
walkilg cistn:e 10 gocery
wainart, pu:,ix, blockbuster. Rent
for $1200. Cal Jeny at 407--4030656 for more delails.

buyoutome@belsouth.net
FORECLOSED HOME AUCTION

2 rooms avail. i1 a 312. house
rooms rufunshed. ~

- FLORIDASTATEWIDEAl.dion satsJtiy 11.
600 Homes MUST BESOI.DI

August L.ocatoo i1 Riller Park on
Dem btw. 50Aril,gsjty. ~
ro. util. ca1561-<354-S388.

MF wanted. 2 rooms available
In fumlshed 3'2 home on lake.
Walled Comm, 6 mlns 10 UCF.
$500mo incl utB. Non-SmorGl!I',
sec sys, pool & 1lennls.
AvaBable ~ Email

REDC Free Brocht..re
www.ALdion.oom
RE No. 001031187

325
Buy Police lrl'lJ()lrdsl! 99 Herda

ave

keemk@embarqmall.com or
Call 239-707-4448

Rooms for rent in 6
beciocm home. Betrd UCF.
ntanet.Qt:je, utiities, W/0,

cishwasher, CXllT11Uity p:.,ol,
$550tronth.Augustlease
avala:llefor09/10 sd1ool yea1
Mf' Cal 407.fr16-fR/37 or

Acrord $500! 99 Horda
$00)! for lislrgs call (00:>)3669813 ext 9271

Sellirg Somethirg? With otr 85%
su::cess rate, it's as good as gone! To
pcr:;e an ocl cal 407-447-4555 or logon
www.~.oomtlassifieds

321-438-1354

l...ookirg for F roorrma!e 1D IM3 il
412..5 home bcaled betm UCF.
$400 pus si:it !JI. lrd.J:I mnt &
c:aije_ Has W/0, walk-ii dosels,
ad ri::e neg-tx:r1 IOOd. a:int:d
Naty at 407-o83-7413 or
natyp84@gnai.oom

Room avail fer clean, quiet and
resp. "'5 male senior orgnd,ale
sludent in immaculate 3'2 home
near UCF. Scnu led-In patio with
20 person in-guu,d jacwzi plus
surou,d 80lm, homethealn!
syslem vwladiun seating, prof.
pool tablewllh Hgtls, hugewalk-m
kitchen, W/0, digllal cable, tiglspeed wlreless lntemet, secutty
syslem and lawn cae. $650lno
and Al ulll. Incl l...ea9e un1II Dec.
'09 with option 10 renew.
Call 407-709-al98 for more Info.

Room for rent, 5 mi"utes from

UCF. Female only, $475 montHy
al i"lcllsM,. 407-70H3331.

10°/o OFF
llais4lai;i: d Pink and While
Panffin Trealllents

•

UkeNewDelllnsplronL.apcp
Model 1501, 17' Screen, Fully

Loaded. Oitjnal Box and Free

IslillldPedicllreslinuiroe;
..,
Body Waxing IIr

f---t f

With Student ID

$5 OFF
cannot Be Combined.

Any Service

6

3

7

9

3

2
7

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
r~eats.

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

6 5

3

Puzzles by Pappocom

©

9
7

BHtl
$}9
$I3

suldolku

4

8 4

ONLINE PHARMACY Buy Soma,
Ultrcm, FIO!i:a, ProzcK:, Busper-

SAVE$$$ onM.-ertisi"gl R1.11
~ classified a::l il OVf:K 100
Florida newspapera rea:iTg OVf:K
4 MILL.JON n:s:1era for $475- that
is less ttai $4 per newspaper.
Call !tis newspaper. or (866)7421373 for more delails or visit www.flofidadassifieoom.

$13
$9

1

Carrying Case. Paid $844. WIU
sell for $460 or obo. call
407-709-al98 for more Info.

~ Mention Oller.#91A31. (888)389-0461. mcitgs1Dre.oom

Rate B

$9
$6

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads on line 24 hours a day

4

Dm::tlons and Receipt. Paid
$999 plus tax. WDI sell fer
$460 or obo. call 407-709-Sl98
for more Info.

Dsalas2288@Yahoo.oom

end lrit with W/0. $1000tronlh.
cal Dan 407-230-2219.
3.25 Towrh:luse & '312/2 House
1 mlefrom UCF. 4Jga:led

Uke New Bose 321 SuTOund
Sou1d System Model GS
Series l Orvnal Box,

$71.99,90 $1 (Jl/180 Quaitities,
PRICE INCLUDES
PRESCRIPTION! CM!!" 200 Meds

UCF/NE ORLANOO

1-Ulters Reserw Conct, for rent

.,

B
B
B

800 Miscellaneous

Rate A

First issue:
Each addl issue:

3 2 1 9

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day p:,IErtial. No ~
NeoossEry. Trari"r;i PrN:led.

..

Rate
For Sale: Automotive B
For Sale: General
A
For Sale: Pets
A
Services
B
Announcements
A
Travel'
B

C
C
C
B
B
B
A
A

100
,.

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

PAYMENT METHODS

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

2 5 4

"--

Thursday pu~le:
Hard/eve/

,.

""

1

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Caroline du
Nord, e.g.
5 Seasonal roller
8 Veronica's
pursuer, in
comics
14_ Tzu
15 "Who, me?"
16 Farone
17 Overnight
millionaire,
probably
20 Loud speaker
21 Pond youngsters
22 "Right back_,
dude!"
24 "A likely story!"
25 One-time East
Asian barrier
31 River of Devon
32 Training site?:
Abbr.
33 Historical records
36 Burka wearer's
deity
39 Smite, and hint
to this puzzle's
theme
41 Boorish type
42 Sting Rays,
briefly
44 Calendar col.
46 "Disgusting!"
47 Pacific swimmer
51 Farm youngster
52 Peak between
Pelion and
O lympus
53 Complimentary

review
58 One sitting in
your lap, perhaps
62 Unintended
upshot
64"GatShorty"
novelist Leonard
65 Struggle
66Doscubed
67 Filled pastry of
Asia
68 Fashion
monogram
69 "The Joy of
Painting'' host

Bob

DOWN
1 Former Bruin
all-star, familiarly
2 Red-bearded

god
3 Sony _s ubsidiary

By James Sajdak
4 It's generous to
pick it up
5 Early life forms
6 _ long way: last
7 Like some fine
art frames
8Numbersto
crunch
9 January 6th
Christian
celebration.
10 Pop singer
Vannelli
11 Grant, for one:
Abbr.
12 Frozen treat
brand
13 Plural suffix w ith
mountain
1 B Tillar opening
19 Costar with
Bolger and Haley
23 Pituitary hormone
25 Theodore, to
Wally
26 Bike feature
27Thaws
28 Togetherness
29 Pig-poke link
30 Book altar Micah
34 Target's target,
say
35 Herr's heir,
maybe
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Last issue solved
37 From _ B: first
step
38 Comic's banes
40 Prefix with logical
43 Resort with
moguls
45Company
co-founded by
J.P. Morgan
48 Scandinavian
e pic
49 Dating from
50 Wait to attack

53 Lincoln and
others
54 Soft d rink choice
55 ICC part: Abbr.
56 Melville's sequel
to 'Typaa"
57 A deadly sin
59Art_
60 Big name in
publishing
61 Classic
Pontiacs
63 Soldiers

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's,Classifieds

A12

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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